


















The vast majority of human beings living on Earth 
today have extremely little control over their lies and 
shared world. The ways in which we eat, gain shelter, 
and make a living are largely decided for us, overdeter-
mined by existing social norms that we can influence 
only minutely, allowing us only a little room to maneu-
ver in decisions about how we want to live and what 
values we want to pursue. Most of us eat food from gro-
cery stores or restaurants, grown in distant places we 
will never see under unknown and uncontrollable con-
ditions. We rent or take out a mortgage to find a home 
we did not build with neighbors we did not choose and 
must labor immediately and continually to pay for it. 
After going from place to place to beg for the opportu-
nity to sell our time, touting our value with a piece of 
paper that summarizes how compliant and productive 
we are, we are rewarded by surrendering what is pro-
duced with our labor, how our labor is performed, and 
what is done with the product afterward.

 The cycle of life seems to confront us like a blurred, 
harried race. From childhood, most of us are indoc-
trinated in compulsory government- or corporate-run 
schools where we are taught false or misleading his-
tories, trained to be obedient to closely measured lin-
ear time, and inured to peer competition in the per-
formance of duties issued by authority. In adolescence, 
through schooling, socializing, and propaganda, most 
of us adopt the religious, secular, and/or political ide-
ologies with which we are bombarded that make our 
reality seem desirable, appropriate, or at least inevita-
ble. Besides the jockeying for selling one’s labor men-
tioned above, what is called success in adulthood for 
many is vying to exchange the terror of being alone 
for the sanctioned isolation of the nuclear family, that 
reproductive unit that allows the cycle to begin anew. 
Elderhood completes this humiliation, as one’s inabil-
ity or unwilingness to continue laboring often means 
increasing social irrelevance and impotence that com-
monly ends in being tended to like an invalid by hired 
strangers.

What is commonly called our freedom consists of only 
the most trivial and useless forms of freedom: the free-
dom to vote for some of one’s rulers among predeter-
mined and highly similar political candidates, the free-
dom to choose among commodities that shriek at us 
with their labels and advertisements, the freedom to 
escape presence in one’s own life through a vast me-
nagerie of pornography, television series, films, and — 



With this fire we want to send a greeting to the French 
incendiaries, whose actions and dialogues through 
their actions have been a source of inspiration for us.

THERE IS NO JUSTICE ONLY REVENGE FOR OUR 
ASSASSINATED COMRADES!
FIRE AND FLAMES TO REMEMBER STEFFEN, 
ALSO FOR COMRADE KEVIN RECENTLY KILLED 
IN THE PRISONS OF THE CHILEAN STATE!
SOLIDARITY TO PASKA, GHESPE AND GIOVA!
SOLIDARITY WITH ALL ANARCHIST PRISONERS!
DEATH TO THE STATE AND ITS SERVERS!

Russia : In Arkhangelsk anarchist Misha Zhlo-
bitsky explodes FSB reception via actforfreedom 

October 31, 2018 8:52 local time in the city of Arkhan-
gelsk at the entrance to the reception room of the Re-
gional Directorate of the FSB (the modern KGB) of 
the Russian Federation in the Arkhangelsk Region 
an explosion was heard. The rebel anarchist Mikhail 
Vasilievich Zhlobitsky, also known in the Telegram 
channel as Valerian Panov, blew himself up. This is the 
first case of anarchists undermining the FSB in 19 years 
– the previous attack was organized in 1999 against the 
reception office of the FSB in Moscow by the New Rev-
olutionary Alternative organization.

Mikhail Zhlobitsky died as a result of a self-detonation, 
causing injuries of varying severity to three FSB offi-
cers. He was 17 years old.

A few minutes before the explosion, the anarchist left a 
message in the chat group under the nickname Valeri-
an Panov. Here is what he wrote:

“Comrades, now in the FSB building in Arkhangelsk there 
will be a terrorist attack, the responsibility for which I 
claim. The reasons are clear to you. Since FSB fabricates 
cases and tortures people, I decided to go for it. Most like-
ly, I will die because of the explosion, because I initiate the 
bomb directly by pressing the button attached to the bomb 
cover. Therefore, you are requested to spread information 
about the terrorist attack: who committed it and the rea-
sons.

Well, that seems to be all. I wish you to go towards our goal 
unswervingly and uncompromisingly. I am wishing you 
the future of anarchist communism!”

We bow our heads before the heroism of our comrade. 
We were not acquainted live, but through communica-
tion he left an impression of himself as an intelligent 




